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ABSTRACT
The development of robotics applications for space
operations is often restricted by the limited movement available
to physically guided robots. Free-ranging robots can offer
greater flexibility than physically guided robots in these
applications. This paper presents an object oriented approach to
path planning and task scheduling for free-ranging robots which
allows the dynamic determination of paths based on the current
environment. The system also provides task "learning" for
repetitive jobs. This approach provides a basis for the design of
free-ranging robot systems which are adaptable to various
environments and tasks.
INTRODUCTION
The development of robotics applications for space
operations is often restricted by the limited movement available
to physically guided robots. Free-ranging robots can offer
greater flexibility than physically guided robots in these
applications. However, the use of free-ranging robots introduces
two major complexities: path planning and task scheduling [5].
This paper presents an approach to path planning and task
scheduling for free-ranging robots which allows the dynamic
determination of paths based on the current environment, and
provides task "learning" for repetitive jobs. This approach
provides a basis for the design of free-ranging robot systems
which are adaptable to various environments and tasks.
The system described is being developed for applications
which are best accomplished through the use of free ranging
robots. Some examples of such applications are operations in the
various modules of the space station, work in hazardous
environments, and industrial warehouse operations. Several goals
are established for this research. The system should provide
for:
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the ability for the robot to operate in different
environments, dependent only upon the existing knowledge
of each environment;
the ability to execute requested
knowledge of spare parts', tools',
locations;
tasks based on the
and work stations'
- the ability to operate in a multi-robot environment;
- the requirement of a task definition only once; and,
- the use of previously defined paths whenever possible.
The system depends upon the use of a central control computer
which contains knowledge of each operating environment, and
controls all modifications to that environment.
CONTROLLED OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
The system is based on the concept that all dynamics in an
environment are controlled by a central computer which uses a
combination of artificial intelligence techniques and classical
algorithms. In the current project, the environment is defined
initially by the user; subsequent changes to the environment are
performed by, and "remembered" by, the centrally controlled
robots within the environment. All tasks and operations
(including inputs to and outputs from the environment) are
scheduled and planned before _xecution. The central computer
defines the shortest path between the starting point and ending
point of a task, monitors the location and use of all items
required to complete a task, and coordinates the task with other
robots within the environment.
The controlled environment also contains storage sites (for
inventory, tools, spare parts, etc.), work stations (where the
task is actually performed), and home bases (where the robot are
be recharged when as necessary). The central computer maintains
all necessary information and knowledge on storage sites, work
stations and home bases. Such information includes location
parameters, content status, idle/busy status, etc., and
appropriate updates are made based on the dynamics of the
environment.
The control system described in the paper has been developed
on a Symbolics 3620 AI work station. The programs are written in
Common Lisp but also utilize the Windows and Flavors packages
available on the Symbolics, which provide an object oriented
programming base. Each work station, storage site, robot, path,
and task is represented as an object, with particular
characteristics associated with each. In order to monitor robot
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operations within the environment, the current program
graphically simulates the results of the path planning and
scheduling routines performed when a task request is processed.
PATH p_ANNING AND _EARNING
Several researchers have investigated path planning in
various environments. Trivedi, Gonzalez, and Abidi worked on
robotics control for hazardous environments [6]. Path planning
for a manipulated arm robot has been researched by Jentsch [4].
Taghaboni and Tanchoco have investigated path planning of free
ranging robots [5]. Their work is based on selecting the best
path from known paths depending on the path _roviding the
shortest time to completion [5]. The system devel_ped by Kaiser
and Hawkins deals with the control of free-flying robots, and
selects a path based on the cost function [3]. Weisbin has
described work in path planning, as well as learning concepts,
for autonomous robots [7]. The system described here draws from
the above mentioned research, but takes a somewhat different
approach. Not only is collision avoidance used in path planning,
but the knowledge of item locations allows the robot to choose
where it needs to go to obtain tools and spare parts, and where
the work is to be performed. Knowing this, the most efficient
path for completing an entire task can be determined.
Tasks are given to the AI control center by the user. The
user specified task information is stored in a relational
data/knowledge-base. Tasks, therefore, need to be defined only
once. Thereafter, user specification of the task name will allow
the control system to access information and knowledge required
for task completion. As more and more tasks are defined, the
power of the system increases and the amount of task information
required from the user decreases.
Once a task is defined, the central computer searches the
data/knowledge bases for the required item information. The
movements of the robot to acquire the items and perform the
desired operations are then planned, including collision
avoidance of static objects and other moving robots. The robot
movement is scheduled via a recursive routine which locates any
obstructions in the direct path between two points and determines
the shortest path around those obstructions. It then checks for
obstructions in that path, until a clear path between the two
locations is found. Once the task has been planned and
scheduled, the control sequence is sent to the robot for task
performance. The control computer can also be used to define
actions to be taken by the robot upon task completion.
When a path is determined, any other tasks requiring
movement between the same points can use the previously
determined path, without requiring recalculation by the recursive
functions. However, if the environment has changed (objects
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added or moved) the recursive path finding routine is called and
the new path subsequently stored for future use. Even when path
modifications are made for a given task, the items and operations
required to complete that task are "remembered" by the control
computer from the Inltlal definition of the task.
The pre-performance planning routine also allows for
colllsion avoidance between robots in a multiple robot
environment. Since all tasks and paths are determined prior to
execution, the central computer knows where each robot is going
to be at a given time and can use this information to determine
the path for a new task. The path may Include avoiding other
robots in the environment by alterlng the path or simply waiting
at a given location for another robot to pass.
LIMITATIONS AND ADVANTAGES
Among the advantages of this approach over other approaches
being investigated are the increased flexibility of the system
and the reduced overall CPU time. The increased flexibility is
provided by: (1) shortest path determinations based on the
current environment, (2) multi-robot operations within the
environment, and (3) path modifications when required by the
dynamics within the environment. The reduced CPU time results
from not only the removal of continuous collision avoidance
requirements but also the task and path "learning" capabilities
of the control computer.
The major future enhancements to this approach should
include: (1) developing the capability for a robot to assist in
defining the initial environment via sensory enhancements; (2)
providing the robot with the ability to search for a clear path
through or around closely grouped objects; and (3) integrating
classical algorithms for the performance of routine tasks once a
robot has been placed at a work station. Each of these areas are
being examined by current research and development efforts
[i][2][6].
CONClUSiONS
This paper presents an alternative solution to the problems
of path planning and task scheduling for free-ranging robots.
The approach is not limited to pre-defined paths and intersection
nodes, but rather defines each individual path based on the
current environment. The use of artificial intelligence
techniques allows the control computer to monitor and modify the
dynamic environment and to plan and schedule tasks accordingly.
Complete development of this approach will allow the continued
advancement of applications for free-ranging robots.
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